DUALOCK™ ALUMINUM DRAWERS

by Maintainer

TM

DUALOCK™ SETS THE STANDARD
FOR TOOL AND COMPONENT STORAGE

DuaLock™ Drawers from Maintainer are precision-crafted from lightweight, high-strength aluminum. Drawer assemblies rated at 300 lb. mobile to 500 lb. static are standard across the entire line of drawer size options. This ensures a solid, durable platform to organize all your supplies!
And removable dividers make the space fit your needs.

NO PAINT! NO RUST!
All drawers are hemmed and constructed of lightweight, high-strength aluminum. Aluminum’s impact resistance is similar to that of steel but offers better corrosion and fatigue resistance and the attractive appearance of aluminum requires no painting.

STANDARD SETS ARE ALWAYS IN STOCK!
• Drawer heights from 3” to 12”
• Drawer widths from 13” to 48”
• Standard drawer depth is 16” usable, 18” overall

But...custom depths are available to fit your available space

INSTALL DUALOCK™ IN YOUR:
• Mechanics Trucks
• Emergency Vehicles
• Service Vans
• Mobile Workshop

WATCH OUR VIDEO ONLINE
Standard telescoping aluminum top shelf can expand your workspace up to 4-3/4” on each side

REQUEST A QUOTE ON YOUR CUSTOM CONFIGURATION AT: dualockdrawers.com

ONE CLICK unlocks the closed drawer...

ONE CLICK locks the drawer open!

SINGLE ACTION LATCH ASSEMBLY
Provides single-hand operation and locks the drawer in both the closed AND open positions, eliminating unwanted drawer closures when parked on uneven ground!

INSTALLATION IS EASY...
And removable dividers make the space fit your needs.

5 YEAR WARRANTY